
Volatile values
Credit spreads make a stifled return 
in the private debt market… 

COVID-19

It’s been five months since the UK lockdown was announced, and with it came soaring credit 
risk premia for both publicly traded and private debt in an increasingly illiquid and volatile 
market (see our previous blog on the initial impact of coronavirus (COVID-19)) on illiquid debt 
valuations. Though lockdown measures have been eased since – with shops reopening in June 
and some travel restrictions eased in July – the full impact on the economy is still uncertain 
and debt markets have partially reversed, yet not recovered to pre-COVID-19 levels.

We saw more than 400 credit rating downgrades in Q2 
20201 for external credit ratings by rating agencies for U.S. 
corporates alone, with some expecting the economic 
downturn could have a negative impact on credit ratings all 
the way up to 20232. 

Lenders of private debt issuances are now revising their 
internal credit risk assessments after updated financials 
from borrowers are coming in, some with a delay due 
to COVID-19. 

This is leading to potential internal credit rating uncertainty 
as the financial impact of COVID-19 starts to become 
visible whilst there is still uncertainty around forecast 
numbers. It seems equally possible that both future rating 
downgrades and credit ratings bouncing back up if a 
V-shaped recovery of developed economies materialises 
could happen. Uncertainty is the current certainty.

We have analysed the developments of credit spreads for major UK corporates across a number of 
industries to assess the prevailing impact of COVID-19 on perceived credit risk in the debt market, and 
the resulting factors to watch out for when valuing, especially private, unlisted debt instruments.

Some industries, like banking and 
pharmaceuticals, have seen a 
stronger reversal in credit spreads, 
however still remain at 
elevated levels.

There has been a partial reversal in 
credit spreads since the spike at the 
end of March, however, spreads 
across all industries remain elevated 
compared to pre-COVID-19 levels.

Credit spreads for airlines and 
retailers remain particularly elevated 
at a multiple to pre-COVID-19 levels 
with recovery slowing down over the 
last weeks, reflecting persisting 
uncertainty about when passenger 
travel and consumer behaviour will 
pick up again. 

1  https://www.spglobal.com/ratings/en/research/articles/200715-credit-trends-u-s-corporate-
downgrades-rise-to-a-new-high-in-second-quarter-2020-11571697

2  https://www.spglobal.com/ratings/en/research/articles/200204-coronavirus-impact-key-
takeaways-from-our-articles-11337257
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https://www.pwc.co.uk/services/transaction-services/valuations/valuation-of-unquoted-debt-instruments-during-covid-19.html


COVID-19

Significant increases in credit spreads could result in significant and sustained decreases in debt 
valuations across the market for debt.
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Charts were generated using daily bond mid z-spreads for vanilla bonds and option adjusted spreads for callable bonds sourced on Refinitiv 
Datastream. Bond z-spreads were sourced from liquidly traded, senior unsecured bonds with a time to maturity close to 5Y.

Valuers are assessing how much of the recovery in credit should be passed on when valuing their private debt portfolios, 
leading to an increase in value of their positions. Factors to watch out for since the first quarter of the year remain:

Understanding the bespoke credit risk 
profile of borrowers is more important 
than ever as updated financials, 
performance updates and revenue 
forecasts, which factor in the impact of 
COVID-19, are made available, leading to 
a potential downgrade in internal credit 
rating assessments.

Valuations might differ significantly 
depending on credit benchmarks 
selected as volatility in the debt market 
persists and credit spreads remain at 
elevated levels compared to the  
pre-COVID-19 environment.

Considering illiquidity premia as part of 
the valuation remains crucial as they are 
still more material than in non-crisis times 
with markets having not fully recovered.

Sub-investment grade remains more 
affected by elevated credit spreads than 
investment grade debt, with the basis 
between sub-investment grade and 
investment grade credit still wider than 
pre-COVID-19 levels.
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